BALANCING SOUND WITH ACOUSTICS
Better Sound and Noise Control provides more:

PRIVACY
PEACE
PERFORMANCE
QUALITY OF SOUND
QUALITY OF LIFE

Sound is a constant presence in our lives. From a mother’s voice to the sound of tiny feet on a kitchen floor or laughter among friends, pleasing sounds elevate our mood and inspire us.

You build your home with comfort in mind. When it comes to the sounds in your life - an intimate dinner with friends or a movie night with the family - Kinetics helps to reduce extraneous noise and elevate desired sounds in your home.

SOUND IN MOTION
ACTIVE HOME LIVING

Sharing a home means accommodating different needs under the same roof. Kinetics has acoustic solutions to control the sounds and noises of active lifestyles to create well-balanced, controlled acoustical environments.

TARGETED ACTIVITY AREAS
- FITNESS/EXERCISE ROOMS
- MEDIA/GAME ROOMS
- BOWLING ALLEYS
- HOME STUDIOS/INSTRUMENT ROOMS
- GYMNASIUMS/INDOOR POOLS

SOUND CONTROL

Sound Control - the noise you want to eliminate.
Kinetics products isolate the unwanted noise in one room and prevent it from transmitting to other areas in the home.

SOUND QUALITY

Sound Quality - the sounds you want to enhance.
Kinetics products acoustically absorb and balance sound levels within a noisy room.
COMMON NOISE CONTROL AREAS

FITNESS ROOMS
ROOMS BELOW HARDWOOD AND STONE/TILE FLOORS
HOME STUDIOS AND OFFICES
BEDROOMS / NURSERIES
IN-LAW SUITES
HOME THEATERS

PRIVACY BUILT-IN

Quiet homes contribute to harmonious living. Acoustic privacy starts with controlling the noise in a room by isolating it from the rest of the house. Installing Kinetics sound isolation products during the construction phase assures rest, relaxation, and a peaceful environment.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ISOMAX™

High-Value/Low-Cost. Noise transfers easily throughout the house because the walls, ceilings, and floors are all interconnected. An effective solution is IsoMax, which controls room-to-room noise by separating the drywall from joists and studs for remarkably quiet results.
When treating the sounds in your home, you also need materials that fit your style. As you fine tune your surroundings, Kinetics has the acoustical finishes that fit your life.

Kinetics acoustical panels offer a large range of finishes and colors. Choose your own image and showcase on Kinetics AcoustiGraphix™ panels or select our nearly invisible StretchTRAK. You can also create a refined space with Kinetics Acoustical Wood Collection. With Kinetics vast resources, the possibilities are endless.
Hard walls, cathedral ceilings, and other reflective surfaces contribute to an environment where listening – to family members, the television, friends – can be challenging.

One client developed an acute hearing sensitivity while serving our country. The noise levels in his great room and kitchen made it hard for him to communicate. He wanted a way to fix the problem and to enjoy his family and friends in this space.

**SOLUTION**

Our client needed a solution that would improve the room’s acoustics without diminishing aesthetics. Kinetics staff performed a reverberation analysis to determine the proper treatment level. A Stretch TRAK system was installed on the ceiling by a Kinetics installation team. This controlled the echoes and reverberation in the room, while preserving the look and feel the client desired.

**PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT**

Stretch TRAK™

Stretch TRAK is a three-part system consisting of form-fit, flexible track, acoustical core, and fabric. Skilled installers deliver a finish with crisp corners and tight seams that virtually vanish into the interior décor.
PLANNING EQUALS PERFECTION

Great home theaters start with the detailed planning of the room. Even after every speaker is strategically located and the system is balanced, every room has acoustical challenges. Uncontrolled sound still reflects off the walls and ceiling, causing speech to be less intelligible and sound effects less defined.

Making acoustics an integral element of your room design elevates the lifelike performance of your system and allows the cinematic experience to overtake your senses.
How your room looks when the lights are on is just as important as how it sounds when they are off. With Kinetics, the visual benefits are equally exciting. Our wide array of acoustical finishes allows almost any vision to be created.

Beneath the surfaces, Kinetics offers laboratory-tested acoustical panels and diffusers that attenuate specific frequencies for a more balanced acoustic performance.

**THE KINETICS DIFFERENCE**

*Using normal acoustic products in media rooms and home theaters leaves the space sounding flat and lifeless. The proper approach is to look at the room materials such as carpet, seating, and curtains before deciding which type of absorbers are required.*

**PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT**

**ACOUSTIGRAPHIX™ PANELS**

Kinetics Acoustigraphix panels use fabric that is personalized with family portraits, vacation photos, movie posters, art images, or favorite sports team images, wrapped over many of our acoustical products.
ON THE SURFACE, SIGHT MATCHES SOUND TO CAPTURE YOUR IMAGINATION

SOUNDS OF LIFE / A CLIENT STORY

FINISHING TOUCHES

After the sound isolation materials and acoustic treatments are installed, Kinetics’ certified installers complete the job by installing acoustical finishes that include acoustical wood, fabric, and a starfield ceiling.

Stretch TRAK is the ultimate in flexibility and beauty. Acoustical absorbers and diffusers disappear behind acoustically transparent fabric.

Starcoustix SX showcases the wonders of a celestial sky with outstanding acoustical performance and special features that include shooting stars, constellations and night-sky images. Starcoustix SX incorporates the Stretch TRAK system with customized starfield ceiling features and fabric, that runs the width of the ceiling for minimal seams and sections.

Acoustical Wood Collection adds distinction and acoustical performance to any home theater.
Kinetics products are specified by professional home theater acoustical consultants, who can model the room and design a comprehensive acoustic plan to provide unparalleled results.

Kinetics Home Products

**SOUND CONTROL**

**Floors**
- Rim Floor
- LSM
- Isolayment QT
- Ultraquiet SR

**Walls**
- Isomax Sound Isolation Clip
- Wallmat Studwall Isolation Strip
- Sound damp2 Drywall damping compound
- Isobarrier Outlet pad

**Ceilings**
- ICW Wood-frame Hanger
- Wave Wood-frame Hanger
- Isomax Sound Isolation Clip
- KSCH Concrete Deck Hanger
- Quiettile Mass-loaded Acoustical Ceiling Tile

**Specialized Isolation Solutions**
- KRRS In-joist Duct Silencer
- Noise-Rated Wood Acoustical Doors
- KNM Mass Loaded Vinyl
- Unibrace
- CWCA Stud Wall Isolation Bracket

**SOUND QUALITY**

**Absorbers**
- Hardside Fabric Acoustical Panels (1’ to 4’ Thick)
- Acoustigraphix Photo-imaged Panels
- Starcoustix PA/GX Starfield Ceilings
- Versatune Balanced Absorbers
- TAD (Tuned Absorber/Diffuser) Panels
- Picado Wood Panel
- Alto Wood Panel
- Sereno Wood Panel

**Diffusers**
- Hightones
- Midtones
- Scatterbox
- Stealth

**Acoustical Systems**
- Stretchtrak Acoustic System
- Starcoustix SX Starfield Ceilings

Kinetics products are specified by professional home theater acoustical consultants, who can model the room and design a comprehensive acoustic plan to provide unparalleled results.
KINETICS DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURES THE INDUSTRY’S LARGEST SELECTION OF INNOVATIVE ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS. YOU CAN COUNT ON THIS EXPERTISE TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE THE ACOUSTICAL AND AESTHETIC OBJECTIVES YOU DESIRE IN YOUR HOME.

CONTACT YOUR AUDIO/VIDEO PROFESSIONAL, BUILDER, OR ARCHITECT TO DISCUSS MORE ABOUT KINETICS NOISE CONTROL.